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LEADERS IN DEFENSIVE DRIVING
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Consider the online option:
- for staff who are time-pressured or
work irregular hours
- as an inexpensive screening tool
for checking overall driving
standards or as a KPI measure
- as a cost-effective way to roll out
training to large branch networks
Managers can request Client Portal
access to our system to monitor and
manage all aspects of their trainees'
training activities, including viewing
reports, driving statistics and
individual trainee performance.
What trainees say about our online courses:

Driving.co.za is the only South African driving skills company which can offer
proven online versions of its trainer-facilitated courses.

defensive

driving
ONLINE

Part 1: Theory
An 11-part video-based introduction to
defensive driving, with knowledge quizzes
after each part.

Part 2: Practical
A five-part video-based guide to applying the
skills learned in Part 1 out on the road.
Includes knowledge quizzes after each part.

Part 3: Driving Skills Review
"Being forced to review my driving habits was an eye-opener.
I am now more aware of my environment and how to
anticipate potential risk of harm while driving."
Philip Laubscher - Company Secretary: Mondi Limited
"A great experience. A worthwhile exercise. Gained
awareness and changed thinking."

A thorough online questionnaire which
reveals habits and attitudes, and gives a
full report on the trainee's driving,
including tips for improvement in areas
identified as below-par.

antihijack

ONLINE

A six-part video-based guide to beating
vehicle crime, with knowledge quizzes after
each part.

dashcam

evaluation

ONLINE

Got dashcams in your vehicles?
Supply us the footage and our trainers will do a full
driving skills evaluation as if they were in the vehicle
itself!

All driving.co.za trainees have automatic access to basic functions of driving.co.za online training
system (eg. viewing training forms from on-road drives).

Errol Smith - Sales Manager: Eaton Electric

Please enquire about details of our trainer-facilitated training courses

